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Abstract—The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm
is broadly accepted for the realization of business capabilities.
Hence, the maintenance and evolution of Service Networks (SN)
as systems comprising multiple service-based applications is
becoming a growing issue. The larger a service inventory grows
and the more often services are reused, the more consequences a
service change or fault can cause on related applications in the
SN. While reducing the adaptation complexity of a single solution,
the realization of business processes as service compositions introduces logical relations defined implicitly between the technically
independent services. To preserve the consistency in the whole SN,
maintenance and evolution processes have to consider all relations
to the changing configuration item. We present a framework for
collection, validation, and representation of service relationship
information. Contributions of the proposed solution include a
semi-automatic approach for relationship identification, a mechanism for completeness and consistency validation, and a tailormade representation of relations according to stakeholder needs.
Index Terms—service-orientation; service networks; service
relationships; maintenance; evolution

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is the main
paradigm applied for the flexible integration of heterogeneous
applications. With the introduction of the core concept of a
service, SOA aligns the development of business processes and
the underlying IT infrastructure. From a business perspective,
the decomposition of business processes into reusable services
allows for easy recognition of relevant software components
in case of changing product requirements and better overview
of IT investments for the introduction of new business capabilities. For software architects, the realization of systems as
service compositions means the definition of loosely coupled
units of logic accessible through a standardized interface
[8]. Thus, fast adaptation to changing business requirements
is achieved through the modification or replacement of the
service representing the relevant business task.
While the adoption of SOA reduces the complexity of
single system adaptation, the structural complexity of a Service Network (SN) as a system of service systems [5] is
increasing considerably. Therefore, maintenance (the modification of a service-based application for fault correcting or
quality improvement changes of existing configuration items)
and evolution (the introduction of new processes, services,
and policies) are growing research issues [19]. Three main
factors are identified for causing the increased complexity: the
increased number of configuration items that can be considered
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for maintenance and evolution, the existence of implicitly
defined dependencies, and the restricted administrative control
on some resources within the landscape.
Increased number of configuration items: the decomposition
of software solutions into a number of services and the definition of the expected documents describing their interfaces,
compositions, and regulations increases the set of items which
need change control [23].
Implicit dependencies across applications: the reusability
of services in different processes speeds up new product
implementations. Yet, it leads to an increasing number of
relations between services in the context of these processes.
Each service reuse generates hidden chains of dependencies
[10]. These dependencies are not explicitly defined [16] and
affect the maintenance and evolution of SNs.
Restricted administrative control: the standardized service
access through uniform interfaces allows easy integration of
third-party services. Such integration introduces configuration
items which are under external administrative control and are
needed for the proper functioning of applications. Changes
conducted by the external providers cannot be controlled and
can cause disruptions of client applications [27].
To exploit the agility provided by SOA, SN operators have
to deal with the resulting complexity and assure consistent
landscape state after maintenance and evolution changes. The
loose coupling property of services provides only technical
independence [26]. The modification of a service can still
affect numerous processes and applications using the service.
In the context of SNs, a change can cause not only functional
but also non-functional faults such as the violation of contract
clauses [33]. Proper propagation of an evolutionary or maintenance change through the entire Service Network requires
a rigorous knowledge of the relationships resulting from
service composition and reuse. A relationship between two
entities can be a functional dependency or a non-functional
requirement. The relationship management solution proposed
here provides a means for collecting this knowledge, validating
the completeness and consistency of the collected relationship
information, and presenting it in a tailor-made form suitable
for the analysis needs of both business and IT stakeholders.
Based on predefined patterns and constraints, it calls attention
to missing relationships and inconsistencies of specifications,
yet leaves the correcting actions to human interaction. To
achieve this goal, several steps have to be taken [15]:
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Understand the characteristics of services residing on the
different abstraction layers between business and IT, as
well as the possible relationships between them to provide
a basis for a completeness and correctness check of the
collected information.
• Define a common format for relationship representation
allowing a uniform specification of all identified relationship variations, independent from the heterogeneous specification languages applied in the realization of servicebased applications.
• Design an architecture capable of supporting the collection, validation, and representation of an appropriate
set of relationships relevant for SNs according to their
stakeholder needs.
This paper focuses on the last step and describes an architecture, a prototype, and an exemplary case study for a
relationship management framework. The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of
currently existing solutions for relationships management for
SOA. Section 3 identifies the relationship types considered for
the proposed solution. Section 4 explains the proposed framework architecture. A prototypical realization is presented in
Section 5. Section 6 describes the application of the framework
in an exemplary case study. Finally, Section 7 concludes the
paper with a short summary and an outlook on future work.
•

II. R ELATED W ORK
The work on relationships in service-based applications
found in the literature differs according to the purpose for
relationship assessment and the considered set of relationships. Regarding the purpose for relationships, existing approaches separate in two general groups: providing support
for business-specific purposes [3][24] or for IT-specific purposes [1][6][27][33]. The transfer of business requirements
to the executable IT services [3] and automatic process
model creation [24] are the main goals pursued from the
business perspective. Regarding the type of relationships,
these solutions are mainly interested in the mappings between
business capabilities and the IT services responsible for their
execution. The maintenance and evolution scenarios from the
IT perspective include failure detection and impact analysis
[1][2][12], definition of service level agreements for composed
services [20][33], and governance support [6]. These solutions
extract information mainly on the relationships between executable services. While providing some detail on relationships
properties and analysis features for the specific scenario, all
these approaches capture a restricted set of relationships types.
The collected relationship information is not applicable for
additional analysis purposes. The solution proposed in this
paper considers these approaches as a basis to identify what
types of relationships should be supported by the framework
and what validation features are needed.
Infrastructures for generic traceability support are offered in
[30][32]. Similar to our solution, the STraS framework [30]
foresees plug-ins to extract data from heterogeneous specifications of architectural artifacts. However, the actual capturing of
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Fig. 1. Considered relationship types example

the relationships is not established. Stakeholders can query the
ontology-based integrated knowledge representation according
to their needs. Contrary to our approach, constraints and
patterns for the validation of the collected relationships are
not considered as part of the solution. The VbTrace approach
[32] operates on an abstract and technology-specific process
specifications. Based on a specified set of views, the Viewbased Modeling Framework (VbMF) produces links between
view models and between elements from different view models
instead of between SOA-specific architectural artifacts. From
the captured relationships, the infrastructure allows code regeneration of the process implementation that should support
changes in the process-driven SOA landscape. Although it considers the abstract business view on a process, this approach,
and the restricted set of links that it generates, fits only a
software developer’s needs.
Realizing the role of knowledge management for the longterm success of service-based landscapes, several software
vendor solutions for relationship management have emerged
(e.g., IBM’s WebSphere Service Registry and Repository [7],
Software AG’s SOA governance tool CentraCite [31], or
Oracle’s sCrawler SOA dependency tracker [28]). Typically,
these solutions are built on top of a service registry and work
only in combination with the corresponding vendor-specific
software suite.
III. S ERVICE R ELATIONSHIPS
The adaptability and flexibility of service-based applications
is realized with the introduction of an additional service abstraction layer between business and application logic [8][14].
To structure the representation of both types of logic, the
service layer is divided into several layers [8]. While there
is a common understanding that the service layer comprises
different types of services, there is no clear view what these
types are. Service classification and how the different types
relate to each other is normally dependent on the stakeholders’
background [22]. However, independent from the number
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of abstraction layers defined for the realization of a SN,
the aligned modification of the configuration items lying on
these layers is what grants the success of a SOA and at the
same time complicates its maintenance and evolution. Five
maintenance and evolution challenges are identified according
to the structure of SNs and addressed in the proposed solution:
two address the impact estimation on business and IT change,
two support the recognition of critical and wasted resources,
and one regards the redundancy of services.
Business requirement change management: agile adaptation
to changing requirements is the main reason for initiating a
service-based application. A changing requirement has to be
transferred to the execution services and will initiate changing
processes on the IT side. Since business processes compose a
set of business tasks, a change request for a single business
task will directly trigger a change of a restricted set of services
responsible for its execution. Yet, the proper functioning of
services executing adjacent business tasks - which can also be
part of multiple business processes composing the modified
task - can also be indirectly affected.
Service change management: service quality improvement
or fault correction are possible triggers for service changes
coming from the IT side. Even if the service interface remains
the same, a service change can have implications on the nonfunctional properties of the supported business capabilities.
Because of the reuse of services, there can be an n to m
relationship between services and tasks [30]. Multiple business
tasks, and consequently business processes, can be affected.
Detection of critical services: the maintenance process is not
only responsible for the execution of modifications on change
requests, but also for ensuring a high quality application
environment. A service is provided for consumption to an
undefined set of consumers. Its usage after deployment is
unpredictable for the provider. Without information on the
connectivity of a service within the entire SN, it is impossible
to recognize which services are crucial for the business.
Detection of wasted resources: similar to the previous
challenge, service consumption is also impossible to estimate
for unused services without keeping information on their
connectivity. An unused service wastes storage resources or
even monetary resources in the case of a third-party service.
Integrating data from usage accounting can provide information about the significance of the resource waste [11].
Service redundancy prevention: a service is redundant if
there is already another service offering the same functionality with the same quality for the same business capability.
Services and processes are procured or provided by different
stakeholders shaping the SN. A system architect cannot know
all available services unless there is an explicit documentation
on how the available services relate to business tasks.
To support these challenges, the proposed solution allows
the extraction and explicit documentation of the relationships
described below. Fig. 1 provides an example illustrating their
occurrences. This figure depicts a manually created relationship model of an existing SOA-based stock trading application,
which will later be considered as an exemplary case study.
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Task-to-task: This relationship type represents links within
the business process layer. A relationship between tasks displays the control flow (control relationship) or data flow
(producer-consumer relationship) within an application. This
information is explicitly available in business process descriptions and automatically extractable for relationships within a
single process. A complete task-to-task relationship model for
a task requires reviewing all the processes comprising the
task, which is a time consuming activity without an automated
relationship management solution. Task-to-task relationship
information can be used to automatically map relationships
between services on the executable services layers, which
result in the process context and are not explicitly visible
for software architects. Thus, support for service change
management and the estimation of the connectivity of a service
within the SN will be indirectly provided.
Task-to-service-operation: To be reusable, an executable
service is usually entity-centric, defining a set of operations
on a single business entity. A task within a business process
defines a piece of functionality. Thus, a business task is usually
executed by a single or multiple operations provided by one
or more services. Providing explicit information on task-toservice operation mappings supports both business requirements change management and service change management.
Because of the fine granularity of the relationship not only to
a service but to its specific operation, responsible stakeholders
will be able to better estimate if all related services or tasks
will be affected by a change request. Furthermore, for the
definition of new business processes composing an existing
service task, the corresponding service can be automatically
detected and prevent unwanted service redundancies. Yet, the
collection of these relationships has to happen manually on
the initial service selection from the software architect.
Service-operation-to-service-operation: Links within and
across the executable services layers are displayed by these
relationships. Service-operation-to-service-operation relationships can be captured in two ways. Relationships that are
automatically collected from process services or composed
service specifications residing on higher abstraction layers
indicate functional dependencies (task-subtask relationships)
across layers. Relationships that are automatically calculated
from the combination on the previous two types of relationships inherit the type of the initial task-to-task relation (e.g.,
producer-consumer in Fig. 1). Both types support traceability
for change management and representation of the service
integration within the SN.
Business-process-to-service: Finally, if the logic modeled
within a business process is controlled by an executable
process service, a process-to-service implementation relation
has to be explicitly captured for change management support.
IV. S ERVICE R ELATIONSHIP M ANAGEMENT F RAMEWORK
A. Requirements
To provide a framework for relationship management in
SNs, several requirements have to be taken into account. First
of all, the set of configuration items and their relationships
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have to be dynamically adjustable to the target landscape.
Depending on the maturity of the SOA adoption within an
organization [9], only a subset of the layers pictured in Fig. 1
may be present. A restricted set of service layers will result
in a smaller set of possible relationships. The framework
should not require a specific set of configuration items and
relationships to be available, but adjust to the available infrastructure and its rules and constraints. Thus, an organization can
adjust the completeness and correctness validations performed
according to its infrastructural policies.
This leads to the second requirement: the relationship management solution should be applicable for both existing and
newly forming SNs. To achieve this requirement, the solution
should operate on available documentation without the need
for modification.
Another requirement on the framework is to capture both
direct and indirect (hidden) relationships between the configuration items of a SN. While direct dependencies can be easily
extracted, either manually during design or automatically from
process descriptions indirect dependencies, resulting from
hierarchical service compositions and reuse in multiple processes, can be discovered only by tracing multiple descriptions,
originating at different times from different stakeholders.
In highly mature SNs with repeated and augmented service
compositions [9], the collection of all existing relationships
can be a long running process. The more often a service
participates in compositions, the higher the number of its
relationships to other services will be. The more compositions
in a service-based landscape exist, the higher the probability of
hidden relationships. Therefore, once calculated, relationships
models should be cached and re-evaluated only on modifications. This grants both the freshness of the model and better
performance.
The relationship models acquired with the framework
should be usable for different maintenance and evolution
issues like change management or architecture quality analysis. Change analysis can be triggered from a modification
request on a single service. A relationship model of interest,
in this case, should visualize all configuration items within
the infrastructure that could be influenced by the service
modification. For an architecture quality analysis, the software
architect can be interested in the topology of the whole
infrastructure to identify business-critical services. Depending
on the purpose of a stakeholder, the content of a relationship
model view will differ. A view-based representation of the
collected relationship information should be prepared from the
framework to improve the usability of the models for different
stakeholder groups.
B. Architecture
The architecture proposed here for relationship management
in SNs comprises three horizontal layers (see Fig. 2): a
relationship collector layer responsible for extracting relationship information from configuration item descriptions, a
relationship profiler, which calculates additional relationships
based on multiple inputs from the relationship collector, and
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a relationship presenter layer, which prepares the relationship
information for stakeholder-specific extraction and visualization. A vertical layer, relationship constraints and patterns,
supports the three horizontal layer activities through the definition of patterns and constraints specific for the structure of
service-based application landscapes. The whole architecture
is positioned on top of the service-based application infrastructure to be captured. It works on the basis of existing
items’ descriptions without requiring any specific language or
additional tagging in the specifications, thus addressing the
first two requirements on the desired solution.
The collector layer processes raw data from configuration
item descriptions and transforms it into an uniform specification of the configuration item and its direct relationships
according to the item-specific relationship patterns provided
from the vertical layer. To support an extensible set of configuration item types, the collector layer has an extensible,
modular structure. For each type of configuration item, a
specialized collector module is provided that knows what type
of information to search its documentation for. All recorded
dependencies are presented as first-class entities in the uniform
specification format and are passed for further processing to
the relationships profiler layer. To be able to understand different modeling notations, like BPMN (Business Process Model
and Notation) [25] or EPC (Event-driven Process Chain) [29]
for business process descriptions, a set of patterns mapping the
notation-specific structures to the unified information model
should be provided to the collector.
The objectives of the profiler layer are the calculation of
indirect relationships and the validation for completeness and
inconsistencies. While a relationship collector processes one
item description at a time, a relationship profiler combines
the information from multiple descriptions. Compared to the
relationship collectors, which have to be language-specific,
a relationship profiler works on a unified set of data and is
thus language-independent. Again, following the extensible
approach advanced by the previous layer, an item-specific
profiler determines how to search for relevant description files
for a calculation. The completeness and consistency checks
are done against item-specific constraints, defined in the vertical architectural layer on the basis of possible relationships.
The completeness of the collected data is dependent on the
content provided in the underlying item specifications, e.g.,
all services invoked in a composed service are captured as
part of the landscape model. To allow for completion of
mandatory information, the collection layer has to notify the
responsible stakeholder and request for missing inputs, e.g.,
initial task-to-service operation record. In case of inconsistency, the framework only notifies the responsible stakeholder.
The goal of the framework is to capture the structure of
an application landscape and not its correction, which is
in itself a complex issue usually requiring human interaction. To map the landscape architecture as it is, inconsistent
relationships have to be kept within the model until their
correction through the modification of the related configuration
items. The modification will trigger a re-calculation of the
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the relationship management framework

relationships in the profiler, which will update the relationship
model. The calculated relationship profiles are finally saved
for stakeholder-based representation and reasoning.
The topmost presenter layer handles the preparation of the
calculated relationship models for representation, according
to the analysis-specific content requirements of a stakeholder.
An automatic selection of the desired subset of relationships
and configuration items needs predefined rules. Based on
their role [9] in the operation of the service-based landscape,
stakeholders can choose what part of a calculated relationship
profile should be shown. Thereby, they should be able to
restrict the visibility of configuration items as well as the type
of relationships between them. The extraction of model views
reduces the complexity of the model and improves its readability for stakeholders by presenting information according
to their domain expertise.
V. R EALIZATION
The prototypical implementation of the framework uses the
Service Component Architecture (SCA) programming model
with its Apache Tuscany implementation [18] to support the
development of a flexible service-based framework. The distribution of the prototype components on the three horizontal
abstraction layers is depicted in Fig. 2.
The collector layer comprises a Collector and a set of
Definition Modules. The collector provides an entry point for
new configuration item descriptions to the framework. It acts
as a central definition hub, which forwards provided definitions
or configuration items deletion requests to the responsible definition modules, based on the description’s type. The definition
modules have the task to parse definitions of configuration
items and monitor the deletion of already collected ones. The
Parser within a definition module translates the languagespecific description of a configuration item into a generic data
structure which is used within the framework and marks it with
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a unique ID for the landscape. It also extracts notation-specific
dependencies when available (e.g., task-to-task dependencies).
The prototype provides definition modules for WSDL (Web
Services Description Language) [4], BPEL (Business Process
Execution Language) [21], BPMN, and EPC. The Deletion
Monitor is polled every time an artifact shall be removed.
When a deletion request arrives, the monitor either grants the
request or throws an exception, depending on the relationship
information found in the landscape model. Since only the
collector is known to external design tools, it is possible to
transparently integrate new definition modules for new types
of configuration items for the stakeholder. No new skills or
client adaptations are required in order to use the framework.
Newly captured configuration items, now represented in
the generic data structure, are forwarded to the Coordinator.
The coordinator is the central controlling unit. It forwards
the configuration items to relevant detection modules for
relationship profile calculation and validation. Then it sends
the new information (relationships and configuration items)
to the query and storage engine, and notifies the presentation
components about the changes.
The functionality of the profiler layer is implemented as a
set of Detection Modules responsible for calculating implicit
relationships. Each detection module consists of a Calculator and a Validator. A calculator implements a detection
algorithm for an implicit relationship type. The validation is
performed in terms of completeness (whenever a component or
information is missing which is needed to extract mandatory
information) and consistency (whenever a potential problem
embedded within the application landscape is discovered based
on contradicting relationships). Each validation issue generates
a ticket with a priority tag to designate the importance of
its processing. The current prototype gives higher priority
to consistency issues. To implement the collection of the
relationships specified in section three, the prototype provides
three detection modules: a mapping detection module, which
collects and validates task-to-service operation and processto-service relationships, an inter-service dependency detection
module, which calculates and validates service-operation-toservice-operation relationships, and a service classification
detection module capable of classifying and validating an executable service automatically. Through a concept of pluggable
detection modules, the insertion of new relationship types is
achieved by simply binding a new module to the coordinator.
The Query and Storage Engine provides an interface to the
data storage containing the captured relationship models. The
prototype saves the data in a DOM tree, which is managed
via JDOM [13], allowing XPath processing.
The presenter layer consists of two types of clients: the
Model View Extractor, which provides a graphical representation of the collected relationships model (cf. Fig. 3) and the
Designer, which allows the stakeholders to contribute to the
collection process. The model view extractor tool allows stakeholders to create model views based on XPath expressions and
displays only a specific part of the model as a graph. The
generated graphs are automatically updated whenever their
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Fig. 3. Automatically generated relationships model of the stock trade application

content is affected by modifications in the architecture. The
designer is a tool for manual interaction with the framework
for inserting, changing, and deleting configuration items in
the application landscape. In addition, it interacts with the
detection modules in order to solve the validation issues
recognized by the framework. Thus, the designer tool allows
the framework to extract dependencies which require manual
interaction as well as solve potential problems discovered
within the landscape during validation.
VI. E XEMPLARY C ASE S TUDY
The proposed framework was applied to collect, validate
and represent the relationships in the service network case
from Fig. 1. The prototype was used to assess and validate the
structure of the SN during an exemplary creation of the stock
trader application. The goal was to observe the framework’s
behavior under conditions like missing or incomplete documentation and false service classification. For this purpose,
application creation was simulated with the following steps:
1) A business analyst defines a BPMN business process
description for the StockTrader Process.
2) A software developer defines three WSDL descriptions
of the services responsible for the implementation of
the process specified in step 1 - StockQuote Service,
Workflow Service, and StockTrade Service.
3) A software architect defines the executable BPEL process specification for the StockTrader Process.
4) A BPEL specification of the StockTrade Service is
imported in the network.
5) The service descriptions for the Authentication Service
and the StockAccount Service composed by the StockTrade Service are added to the network.
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The result from the first step was a business process comprising three tasks with two explicit task-to-task relationships
between them. Additionally, for each of the three tasks a
notification concerning the missing implementation of the
tasks discovered within the process description was generated.
After the second step three basic services were added to
the model with no relations. Three additional notifications of
unused services were received. The stakeholder was advised to
free unnecessarily used resources or provide, via the Designer
tool, the mapping of which business task is implemented by
which service operation. The notifications were addressed by
providing the implementation relations between the three tasks
and services via the Designer.
The analysis of the BPEL description from step 3 resulted
in adding a process service with three task-subtask and two
producer-consumer relations to the model graph.
The re-validation of the model in step 4 after inserting
a BPEL description for the basic StockTrade Service led
to a classification inconsistency. Also, two unknown service
descriptions referenced in the BPEL specification were reported and asked for their insertion. The analysis of the
BPEL specification resulted in the automatic relocation of the
StockTrade Service to the composition service layer.
Addressing the requests for the service descriptions for the
Authentication Service and the StockAccount Service in step 5
generated the two task-subtask relations from the StockTrade
Service to its composite services. The resulting relations model
(see Fig. 3) was automatically drawn by the framework and
represents all relations from the manual assessment in Fig. 1.
It shows the connectivity of the StockQuote Service (colored
in red) within the network.
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VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Understanding and explicitly modeling relationships in SNs
is an essential prerequisite for controlled maintenance and
evolution. This paper proposed an architecture for capturing
and validating explicit and implicit service relationships. The
approach considers that the different configuration items in
a Service Network are specified in existing heterogeneous
description languages and applies a language-independent relationship specification model to store the connectivity within
the landscape. Implicitly defined dependencies resulting from
service composition and reuse are captured in an explicit
way, providing information on the relationship type. Applying
predefined rules for relationship obligation and consistency
violation, the proposed solution considers validation of the
captured landscape model for completeness and consistency.
For every validation issue, tickets for stakeholder interaction
are generated and motivate the enhancement of the landscape
infrastructure. Finally, respecting multiple stakeholder roles
from the business and IT domain in a SN, and their different
analysis needs on the service-oriented infrastructure at place,
a view-based representation of the captured information has
been considered as part of the presented framework. The application of our solution in an exemplary case study providing
typical descriptions for service-based applications shows that
all relationships identified as helpful for both business analysts and software architects for the decision making process
during change management are captured automatically by the
framework by complete landscape documentation. Incomplete
documentation is discovered by the framework and reported
to the relevant stakeholders.
Next steps to further improve the relationship management
approach include testing of the framework capabilities and
extending the validation range. Evaluations against the SAP
R/3 [17] processes should assess the behavior of the prototype
in a more complex service-based landscape with hundreds of
processes and services. The EPC definition module necessary
for this purpose is already implemented and integrated within
the prototype. To increase the validation range, an exhaustive
set of relationship patterns and constraints based on the
architectural peculiarities of service-based infrastructures will
be elaborated and integrated in the solution.
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